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Presidential search committee announced
On Wednesday nearly 30
people attended the first in
a series of teach-ins spon-
sored by Boise State
University's Sociology
Department.
Every Wednesday
through Oct.23, several BSU
faculty members will lead a
series of discussions about
the war on terrorism. The
teach-ins take place in the
Forum in the Student Union
building, from noon until 2
p.m.
The idea behind the
teach-ins at BSU is to initi-
ate public discussion about
the war on terrorism.
Originally, teach-ins
became popular on college
campuses during the 1960's
with the student-led free
speech movement. Teach-
ins have traditionally
allowed people without for-
mal education or previous
knowledge of a subject to be
informed.
. Virginia Husting, BSU
professor of sociology and
women's studies, said
teach-ins provide an alter-
native to "experts" by
'\ enabling· everyone partici-
pating to understand the
Issues and articulate their
own responses instead of
putting words into their
mouths.
Hustingsaid it is impor-
tant for the teach-ins to pro-
vide a variety of viewpoints
because the media does not
necessarily provide multi-
ple, in-depth perspectives.
"Ideally, teach-ins pro-
vide a forum for peopfe to
talk from perspectives to
each other. We want to gen-
erate dialogue on the sub-
ject, and we don't all have
to agree but we need to hear
different opinions,"
Husting said.
Husting will give a read-
ing on war and conse-
quences for humanity in the
Forum Wednesday, in
which she will. address the
.institution of war as homi-
cide. A professor' at the
University of Illinois com-
piled the texts Htisting will
read.
"What I'm doing is read-
ing a series of texts on war' L ---------;--------------------._- ..-.-_..-."-....-..-.-._-.-...- .- -..._-.-.-- -'------:-::::======
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By Andy Benson
TheArblter-------
The State' Board of
Education announced the
makeup of Boise State's presi-
dential search committee
Thursday at the SBOE meet-
ing in Lewiston. '
'The committee will be
responsible for narrowing the
field of candidates applying
to replace BSU President
Charles Ruch.
According to a news
release issued by the SBOE,
the screening committee will
be responsible for, " ... recruit-
ing and screening applicants,
performing preliminary refer-
ence checks and making a rec-
ommendation to the State
Board of Education,"
The committee consists of
nine members who were
Teach-ins
question
U.Sm policy
By Jessica Adams
TlteArbiter
nominated for consideration,
Included in the committee
is ASBSU President Chris
Mathias, English professor
Carol Martin and Lynn
Russell, dean of the College of
Engineering, Boise State Vice
President of Finance Buster
Neel, who was in attendance
when the committee makeup
was announced, said the
choices for committee mem-
bers impressed him,
"It's a strong committee,"
Neel said,
"Everyone on that commit-
tee has the best interests of
Boise State and the state of
Idaho at heart. Boise State will
be well served by this com-
. mittee.'
The selection committee
for Ruch's replacement is
smaller then previous search
committees, The selection
. panel for the Lewis and Clark
State College president posi-:
tion two years ago was com-
prised of 21 members.
Committee membership
included two students, three
faculty representatives and
five classified and profession-
al staff members,
SBOE President Blake Hall
said the decision to create a
smaller panel was based on
the board's experience with
the LCSC screening commit-
tee,
"It was our experience
with the last committee that a
large committee isn't as effec-
tive as a smaller one," Hall
said, "When you get a larger
panel, they feel that their par-
ticipation Isn't as necessary or
relevant,"
"Each and every member
knows this is a working com-
mittee and that their partici-
pation is necessary,"
Not everyone was satisfied
with the committee, however,
RickHachtel, ASBSUlobbyist,
said he thought some panel
members weren't close
enough to the university and
that Boise State should have
more representation.
"They should put another
student or another faculty
member on there," Hachtel
said.
''I'm disafPointed,"
Hall sail that while the
committee wouldn't select the
next president, they would
narrow the field and make
recommendations to the
SBOE,who will make the final
decision,
"This committee will not
select the next president; that
is a non-delegatable responsi-
bility of this board," Hall said
when annoifncing the com-
mittee membership,
The committee is expected
to whittle the field down to
.three or five final candidates
by next spring. Hall said he
anticil?atea the final candidate
selection by late March or
early April. I The candidates
will then visit the caml?us and
be available for interviews by
students, faculty and the com-
munity at large,
"Everyone will have the
opportunity to ask questions
ana provide feedback to the
screening committee," Hall
said, "ThISwill be a very of en
process and everyone wil be
able to participate in the
process of evaluating the seri-
ous candidates,"
When asked whether the
effect of education cuts in
Idaho might discourage
potential candidates from
applying, Hall said the reces-
sionhas been felt throughout
the nation and isn't just a local
problem,
"This is not an Idaho reces-
sion; it's a national recession,"
Hall said,
Hall added that Idaho has
fared better economically
than other states, In addition,
Hall said Governor
Kempthorne's decision to
spare education from addi-
tional budget cuts would send
an important signal to indi-
viduals considenng the posi-
tion.
Hall said he expects the
opening to attract a high cal-
iber of candidates due to the
opportunities available to the
next president. Hall listed the
proximity of the school to the
See Search page 3
Harrison said.
Efficiency is the key word
in regard to the new facility.
Along with more s:r.ace, the
Outdoor Center will better
serve users through ease of
accessibility, greater
resource availability and
expanded hours.
The. Outdoor Center
offices are located on the
east side of the new REC
center and are accessible
from outside or within the
REC center. Harrison said
one of the biggest improve-
ments over the old facility is
a more efficient loading
process when renting large
equipment such as rafts.
The days of backing trail-
ers and trucks off a busy
University Drive are over. A
pull-through loading area
:1
I
I
Another unique resource indoor rock-Climbing gym
the front desk offers is will be installed as well.
Internet access. The comput- "[The climbing wall]
er's browser is bookmarked should be done by the end of
with a variety of Web sites the school year and we are
intended to educate and just now starting the process
inform outdoor enthusiasts. of designing it," Harrison
Skiers can check avalanche said.
conditions before heading Despite the hassle of
into the backcountryand moving shoR' the Outdoor
paddlers can access stream- Center hasn t slowed down.
flow data before heading to Wednesday night drop-in
the river. kayak pool sessions will
Along with the new facil-continue into October, open
ity, the Outdoor Center is rock-climbing gym hours
expanding their hours and is have been expanded and on
now open from 1-7 p.m. Nov.1 the Outdoor Center
seven days a week. will present a new ski movie
Although the Outdoor from Teton Gravity
Center is -already running Research.
trips and renting equipment, . Drop by the new facility
out of the new facility, it this week and check out all
doesn't mean the space is.' the;great new resources.
complete. Eventually an ..
off Belmont Street provides
easy access .to the center's
rental and storage facilities,
The larger space also pro-
vides room for an ever-
expanding book and video
library, Books on virtually
any outdoor topic are avail-
able for perusal. From
climbing and paddling
guides to backcountry low-
impact and emergency med-
ical guides, the essentials for
organizing' any outdoor
adventure are available.
Other resources include a
buddy board and Internet
access, The buddy board is
intended to connect pad-
dlers, climbers and hikers
with other like-minded
enthusiasts as well as being
a place tobuy, trade and sell
used gear.
Photo by Kelly Day, The Arbiter:
Everything must go! The Outdoor Center's furnishings get transferred to their new home acro.ss the ~treet. "Our phenomenal new facility to' pro-
mote an efficient trip and rental program also has the comfiest couch on campus," Geoff Harr-ison said, . ,
Outdoor Center moves to new digs
I
I
II
/
I
L
By Aaron Beck
TheAr/Jitcr-------
After closing shop last
weekend, the Outdoor
Center began their anticipat-
ed move to the new REC
facility and will open doors
to the public tomorrow.
Although Outdoor
Center Director Geoff
Harrison said the new loca-
tion is not as visible as the
old location; he is excited
about the new facility and
believes it offers improved
service to students and the
community.
"We have three times the
space we had in our old
space, Everything from the
front office to the storage is
bigger, which will make
things run a lot smoother,"
Page 2 • The Arbiter
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Rising college costs
still a bargain, .
experts tell Congress
WASHINGTON - Ever
. wonder why the rising cost
of attendin~ college far out-
strips inflation, even after tax
credits, scholarships and
other forms of aid?
Lawmakers are wonder-
ing, too.
"Cost hikes have been two
to three times the rate of
inflation," Rep. John
Boehner, R-Ohio, chairman
of the House Education and
the Workforce Committee,
complained at a hearing
Thursday. .
"While we have continued
to increase student financial
assistance significantly every
year, tuition spikes have out-
paced our best efforts to stem
this trend."
University officials told
the committee it was logical
for college costs to rise faster
than the cost of livin!?,
because higher education s
expenses were different and
were climbing more steeply.
Richard Freeland, presi-
dent of Northeastern
, University in Boston, and
other educators blamed cost-
ly technology, the fight for
, high-quality professors -and
the need to modernize facili-
ties for drivin~ up the cost of
higher education.
Midwest
Embezzlement trial
delayed for former
Northwestern U.
administrator
EVANSTON, Ill.':- The
trial of former Northwestern
University administrator
Doris Green, indicted July 11
•,
"I.,
.
".,
"I
I,,,
I
in connection with embez- ..
zling nearly $930,000 over
seven years from-the McGaw
Medical Center, was delayed
until Oct. 28 at a status hear-
ing Wednesday, an NU offi-
cial said.
Prosecutors from the Cook
County State's Attorney's
Office have accused Green,
56, of Chicago, of using her
position as assistant director
of the Buehler. Center .on
Aging to deposit more than
$880,000 earmarked for NU
into her private account. .
Green also was charged
with stealing $46,000 to pay
for housing costs for her two
adult chifdren I and about
$2,262 to buy a personal com-
puter, according to the
mdictment.
If convicted of the charges
against her, which include
theft, forgery and computer
fraud, Green could face up to
30 years in prison.
NU's internal auditing
department, led by director
Betty McPhilimy, conducted
the investigation with the
Department of Veterans
Affairs, said Eugene
Sunshine, NU's vice presi-
dent for business and
finance.
"There's a substantial
amount of evidence that has
been accumulated by very
hard work not only by uru-
versity personnel, but also
the public investigators
involved in this," Sunshine
said.
Sunshine said NU cannot
predict what the outcome of
the trial will be.
Green was an NU employ-
ee for 11 years. In 2000 she
was a finalist for the Chicago -
Campus employee-of-the-
)'ear award for her work at
the Buehler Center, which
promotes research on health
problems related to aging.
Watermelons may help
fight diseases
STILLWATER, Okla.-
The refreshing taste of water-
~ews~---
Photo by Chuck Kennedy/KAT,
Debbie Nachmann demonstrates the Advanced Modular Evacuation System (AMES),
the "first fully-installed high-rise emergency escape chute system." This chute, which
will be placed in a window near the top floor of the Omni Snore ham Hotel, in
Washington, D.C., is aprroximately 150 feet in length and 30 inches in diameter and is
composed of a steel ?oi covered in fire-resistant fabric.
melons isn't just for the sum- left in the field to rot after stock and found a box with
mer holidays anymore. A harvesting. hundreds of expired
research project in the Lycopene can be extracted Lifestyles unlubricated con-
Oklahoma State University from wasted watermelons, doms.
horticulture and landscape resulting in a new economic The box originally con-
architecture department value for watermelons along tained 1,000. expired con-
evaluates the health benefits with the' health benefits. doms, although an unknown
and economic value of OSU researchers are amount had been sold prior
watermelons. extracting the red liquid por- to the discovery, a pharmacy
Studies show that tions of watermelons by sim- worker who Wished to
Iycopene in watermelons has ply squashing the melons remain anonymous said.
positive effects in a daily and working strictly with the Boxes are usually marked
diet, along with a new value liquid portion. . to indicate their contents'
for wasted melons after har- expiration date in addition to
vest. the markings on individual
Lycopene is the red pig- West condom wrappers, Billington
merit in fruits such as torna- said.
toes, pink grapefruit and "The pharmacy has proce-
watermelons that pla)'s a sig- Cache of expired con- dures to check against this,"
nificant role in the human doms found at she said.
immune system for fighting "We're making it a policy
diseases. Berkeley pharmacy to check more often." .
"Lycopene can reduce Pharmacy staff have been
cancer and heart disease," BERKELEY,. Calif.-The instructed to check expira-
said William McGlynn, University of California- tion dates more carefully, she
extension and research food Berkeley's Tang Center phar- added.
science specialist. macy discovered hundreds A staff pharmacist at the
"Nutraceutical foods, such as of expired condoms in its center said the condom order
lycopene, are naturally inventory last week after forms were changed to
occurring food supplements learning a student was sold include a message urging
that are beneficial to human condoms that were out of students to check the expira-
health." date. tion date when they receive
Harvesting watermelons The condoms had expired their orders.
is expensive and often results in March. Billington said pharma-
in low yields due to the - Josephine Billington, clini- cists probably misread the
amount of labor, investments cal services manager at the box as saying "March 2003."
and influence of weather. center, said the staff exam-
Many damaged melons are ined the pharmacy's condom
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;tlity~l~~tiidentsin p<lliucS
tatl~/j;~teai\d·.nati()~
,le:veI9,<.th~: •.l30i~· .....State .
CQIlege>pemocrats ..have
'I?I ...I)Jm.... edv ...,an.·I.>:J.\s'..eve~ts
fhat.focuson voter regts~
..tration .. and .. -educaflon
'betWeen now. an(iElection'
Pay,':; .•.•.•....•.••..
· ....Voter: rezlstration is
underway ill the lobbie~of
the ...Business, . Education,
Engineering. . ..., and
Multipurpose ..'buildings· at
130iseBtatethrough Frlday,
the last day to pre-register
for the Nov. 5 election.
'. .Only 16 Eel'centof
adults aged ,18-24 voted in.
the last. presidential elec-
tion, and'. the .,. College
Democrats· hope ...10
increase. voter turnout. by .
boosting registration. It ·IS
also possible to register on
Election Day at the polling
place with anldaho identi-
fication card and proof of
address •.
-In addition to registra-
tion, thedub will educate
students on where to vote'
by placing large posters
around campus showmg a
map of districts and
polling places. in Ada' and
CanY~J11counties.
. -The College Democrats
plan to operate a non-parti-
san 'Shuttle to the Polls,' in
cooperation with the To .
the Polls coalition. These
free shuttles aim to take
students from Boise State
to every polling place in
Ada County.' Volunteers
are needed for this activity.
. -A' "Meet the
Candidates" question and
answer forum' has been
scheduled at Boise State
from 6-9 p.m., Oct. 22 in
the JOrdan Ballroom.
Congressional candidate
Alan Blinken, gubernatori-
al candidate Jerry Brady
and lieutenant governor
challenger Bruce Perry will
all be present to answer .
questions.' The forum is
free and ORent.oeveryone.
For further information
on the College Democrats,
please contact Lea Sweat at
284-6537.
MIT responds to suicide lawsuit
These and many other program sites' are available to Boise State students.
Next semester you could be studying In a~ exotic locale. iJ~ing your
, financial aid and stlll,graduating on time!
By Janet Li~lO
Cornell Daily Sun (Cornell U.)
(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y. -
A lawsuit filed against the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology for medical mal-
practice and negligence fol-
lowing Elizabeth Shin's self-
immolation and death in her
MIT dorm room has raised
issues of university culpabili-
ty in student suicides on col-
lege campuses nationwide.
In response to the lawsuit
filed last spring by Shin's
parents, lawyers represent-
mg MIT" denied university
administrators, therapists
and police did not notify the
Shins of their daughter's con-
dition. Additionally, MIT
claimed they provided Shin
with appropriate mental
health treatment before her
April 2000 death.
,"It is a sad fact, that in
today's litigious society, the
very individuals who do the
most to help our students can
find themselves the targets of
such claims," wrote Charles
M. Vest, president of MIT in
a letter addressed to MIT stu-
dents' and administrators last
February,
"The death of Elizabeth dents insist that information
Shin was a tragedy ... but it be withheld from their par-
was not the fault of MIT or ents as a condition for accept-
anyone who works at MIT." ing help," he wrote.
The primary issue raised The line between patient
by the Shin case is how a uni- confidentiality and parental
versity notifies family in a involvement makes for a dif-
life-or-death situation, said ficult judgment for all uni-
Phil Meilman, director of versities.
counselin~ and psychologi- Susan H. Murphy, vice
cal services at Gannett: president for student and
Cornell University Health academic services, said the
Services. Shin case has not affected
Though the Shins under- Cornell's policies on stu-
stood their daughter had dents' privacy.
trouble in school and had vis- "In most cases, when we
ited her the weekend before anticipate trouble we will be
she died, they claimed they in touch with the family,"
did not know the extent of Murphy said.
their daughter's illness, Gannett's statement on
according : toa New York confidentiality says it does
Times story. not release information with-
Vest said at MIT, balanc- out written permission from
ing students' legal and med- a student.
ical privacy. with the interest -However, in the case of a
of parents is worked through serious threat to someone's
on a case-by-case basis. life that cannot be managed
In Shin's case, it WqS through the normal counsel-
understood that she had suf- ing process, Meilman said
fered emotional instabilit)' as the center may seek help
early as high school and that from a family member to
her family and friends had . help resolve the crisis or
tried to help her, according to assure safety.
Vest's letter. "Preservation of life is
"Such judgments are espe- ' paramount,". he said.
cially complicated when stu- .
. Italy
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,louisiana Maryland
and Maine
I~t
t,
. Thailand
China
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__Lili sendsl ~~~....-a.---packin
By Andrea Elliott and oak just landed on 1951
Martin Merzer Glendale.
Kn~ght Ridder Newspapers "The lady of the house is
weeping uncontrollably. I felt
Crowley, La- Roofs blew the shake over here and the
away, sugar cane fields col- sound was thunderous."
. lapsed in' surrender and A few minutes later, an
floods gathered in towns and electrical transformer explod-
filled lowlands Thursday as a ed with a roar and thick
somewhat merciful white smoke flew through
Hurricane Lili raced inland the neighborhood. "Sirens
not the catastrophe that was everywhere," Moreland said.
feared, but awful enough. "Here come the fire trucks,
"I'm not a lover of wind at an ambulance and cops."
all," said Holly Fremaux, and Throughout the region,
that was understandable. Lili trees bent horizontally, traffic
thrust a beloved' oak tree lights swung violently and
through her carport, her street signs came unhinged.
porch and one of the bed- Streets filled with tree
rooms of her 100-xear-old branches, twisted metal arid
house. "It sounded like noth- wooden splinters. Water
ing I ever heard before." lapped at levees around sub-
The full extent of the Lili's divisions and cities near New
impact remained unclear Orleans.
Thursday night, but no An auto dealership in St.
deaths were immediately Mary Parish, 75 miles west of
reported along the Gulf New Orleans, suddenly went
Coast. Only two people were convertible, its roof gone.
injured, both in a. roof col- Swirls of leaves, branches
lapse. and garbage cascaded
Still, howling choruses of through streets barren of
wind, horizontal sheets of cars. In downtown Lafayette,
rain and. a swarm of torna- old rusty signs swung on
does took their tribute: their hinges, dancing with
_ More than 137,000 peo- traffic lights, Like an ocean,
ple lost power. Lili roared, fell silent, and
_ Phone service failed in roared again, punctuated by
Lafayette Parish, population - distant crashing.
191,000. Tornadoes spun through
_ Water poured over a many parts of Mississippi
levee and flooded much of and in or near Crowley In
Montegut, a town of 4,000 south-central Louisiana.
about 70 miles southwest of The vintage" Southern
New Orleans. town sustained heavy dam-
"All hell just broke loose ' age _ large signs for Burper
the next street over," said King and Kentucky Fried
Sidney. Moreland IV, a res i- Chicken slammed to the
dent of Baton Rouge, 75 miles ground, kindergarten jungle
from the coast. "I am at 1951 gyms and slides were tossed
Cedardale. The SO-year-old like toys, the front windows
Search from page 1
state capital, Boise State's sta-
tus as the fastest-growing uni-
versity in Idaho ana the
opportunity to develop a
quality state university as '
attractive aspects to the posi-
tion.
"It's an exciting challenge
for people and a good oppor-
tunitv,' Hall said. "I eXfect
we'Il have a high leve of
interest in this position." ,
The SBOEexpects the posi-
tion to be filled by next sum-
mer at the latest.
"Our desire is to have the
next president selected, hired
and on campus by June of
next year," I-fall said.
PresidehtialScreening .Committee members
RodericLewis/Cli:air" Milford Terrell- ." -: ' Ed Dahlberg
St(l~Board.()fEducatipn., DeBestPIumbing'& .President & CEO
~~Ktech1l010gy:,Chi~f .~~tsi~~~CBron~ . '.' ~~~:e's Regional Medical
Legal Officer.. ..' ' .,t '.. . " .Athleti~ ASsociation Resides inBoise
Resides mEagle !Resides in Eagl.e ' '.'" .. .•.
. ".Sheila Sorensen'chaI"l~sWil~n :/:.LYiu!Russeli ',' State.5enator
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Faculty from page 1 Blain said the U.S. is
. already deeply involved in
otism. chemical warfare on
" . . ·L..is-..ill.ll"...-Eo!umbi-a-anft-wiU ....soon----
re~J?onsibi.li~ to engage in . pursue Columbia in the war
critical thinking about the on terrorism.
policies and proposals of "There is a direct link '
our gov.ernment. We know between the war on drugs
from VI~tnarn that people and the war on terrorism
were ~Is!ed al;)Qut what wheri groups like ,FARQ in
was gOIng on. It s.~ur gov- Columbia have been desig-
ernment and It sour nated as terrorists since
~~spo~sibi,!ity t~ kn<;>wwhat 9/11, and will be ta~eted
It s doing, Blain said. in- the war on terrorism."
During the teach-in Blain said. '
scheduled for Wednesday,
Oct. 16, Blain, along with
Louis Simon, a BSU profes-
sor of English, will host a
panel on the drug war and
Its relationship to the war
on terrorism.
BOISE+ST ATESouthern Louisiana residents drive away from Hurricane Lilialong 1-49 on Wednesday Photo courtesy KRT
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1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
of Donna Corley's auto deal-
ership shattered.
Before the storm, Corley
taped the windows, thinking
that might help.
It never does.
"Boards next time," she
said, crying. "I'm just glad
no one was-hurt." ,
The storm was bad, but'
pending a fuller accounting,
many others in the region
also expressed relief _ just as
they did last week when'
Hurricane Isidore weakened
into a tropical storm before
striking the state.,
On Thursday' morning,
just as Lili reached land at
Marsh Island on the western
edge of. Vermillion Bay, it
dwindled from an intense,
145-mph Category 4 hurri-
cane to a more manageable, if ,
still dangerous, Category. 2
storm. Top winds: 100mph.
By Thursday evening, it
was busted to a tropical
storm, with 50-mph wind.
"It looks like we were
lucky," Gov. Mike Foster
said.
Well, not that lucky. Foster
formally asked the Federal
Emergency Management
Agency for assistance, and
President Bush declared all of
Louisiana a disaster area.
Had Lili remained a
Category 4 hurricane, it could
have been the worst storm to
hit Louisiana in at least 60
years, with a life-threatening
tidal surge of 25 feet.
That might have propelled
15 feet of water into coastal
towns and eight feet of water
all the way to Abbeville, 20
miles from the coast.
In the end, Lili relented a
bit as its eye wall rolled over
the coast and then northward
_ over or near Abbeville,
Crowley, New Iberia,
Lafayette and other central
Louisiana towns.
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Child abuse is a preventable
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By'Tr;acyCurran
The Arbiter -------
Madelyne Toogood's
abuse of her daughter,
caught on a department store
security videotape, brought
child abuse to my attention.
My initial reaction was a
tendency to withdraw from
the subject.
"Wasn't it horrible, what
that woman .did to her
child?" I asked a friend, who
responded predictably with-
out elaborating or further
discussion.
The fact the conversation
stopped there was odd,
given my propensity for
thoughtless babbling, but my
discomfort lingered.
. I looked deeper for its
source and realized I didn't
want the details of that or
any other similar incident.
When I forced-myself to
face the truth, it became
apparent my discomfort was
attached to guilt. Guilt for
not demanding and seeking
more information, guilt for
not having been an abused
child, guilt for not being
interested enough to learn
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more, to believe that a child under
I can't help that I wasn't the age of eighteen (18) years
abused as a child. has been abused, abandoned
Obviously', I don't feel or neglected" to file a report
guilty enough about that to withiil 24 hours with the
wish it were different, but I authorities.
can (and did) search out That seems to be the limit
more information on child of what most of the informa-
abuse, its causes and the tion I obtained said could be
results, and things we can all done to prevent child abuse.
do to help prevent it. For a superficial effort with
The National less guilt to atone for than I
Clearinghouse on Child have, that would have been
Abuse and Neglect enough.
Information Website was - My interest was piqued,
very helpful providing defin- however, by the fact that the
itions of cliild abuse and story seems to stop when the
neglect, statistics, confer- children are removed from
ences, prevention, funding the abusive parent/ element.
sources and publications. And they all lived happily
I was shocked to discover ever after? I don't think so.
that there were 826,000 chil- The statistics dispute that.
dren "maltreated" nation- So what is the problem?
wide in 1999; that the highest The ~roblem seems to be
"victimization". rates that we re treating the.symp-
occurred to children in the 0- tom of a greater illness with-
3 age group; around 1,100 out addressing the cause.
children died of abuse and Peggy Simpson, a
neglect; and 86 percent of Mitigation Specialist for the
those fatalities occurred to Maricopa County Public
children under the age of 6. Defender's Office in Phoenix,
Children are d:r.ing from a Arizona deals with child
preventable condition that is molesters. She works with
swept under the rug and the results of child abuse that
ignored because people feel end up in the criminal justice
like I feel and would rather system (at least in Arizona).
not be made uncomfortable
than educate themselves in
preventing abuse.
I was glad Madelyn
Toogood's sister was also
arrested for failure to report
child abuse.
Idaho Code Section 16-
1619 adheres to the Child
Protective Act by requiring,
teachers, doctors, hospital
staff, social workers "or any
other' person having reason
Her job is to investigate
and evaluate whether
offenders - she calls them
"clients" -are emotionally
treatable, then make a rec-
ommendation to a judge as
to whether an effort' should
be made to treat them or
send them to prison.
When I asked what some
of the reasons for child abuse
were, she said, almost with-
out exception, they were
abused as children.
Another major contribu-
tion to reasons and/ or caus-
es of child abuse is teenaged
parents.
Teenagers are not fully
physiologically developed,
Simpson said. They lack
developed cognitive abilities,
moral consciousness and
identities. In addition,
teenagers have not complet-
ed working out the continu-
ing effects of childhood trau-
ma that allow them to be
adult enough to consider
unintended consequences of
their actions, danger which
they minimize and have a
tendency to be so self-
absorbed. They are much
more likely to neglect or
abuse their own child.
Infact, they are dangerous
to their children as parents,
so involved in their growing-
up process that they are
unaware of the full implica-
tions and the attendant
responsibilities of being par-
ents themselves. Simpson
emphasized education in
pax:enting classes, especially
Inhigh school.
When children are
abused, authorities remove
them from their homes and
place them with foster fami-
lies until a relative is found
or they are adopted. If that
were a successful approach,
why are there so many
clients for Simpson to miti-
gate?
One reason is the loss of
the bond with the primary
care parent, she said. In addi-
tion to the damage incurred
by the abuse in the first
place, there is an added bur-
den placed on the child when
the only bond that child has
is broken. '
The abuse can be
addressed for the child, from
a mental, emotional point,
but the broken bond seems
to' be irreparable, leading to'
individuals who lose the
"
.1.
•cnme
ability to bond to anyone
else.
I shared this information
with a woman I know - I'll
call her S. - who grew up in
foster homes, then was
adopted as a child.
S. agreed that breaking the
bond with her mother, even
though her father was abu-
sive, has been an ongoing
issue she has yet to resolve.
S. also pointed out that the
foster homes were as abusive
as her home had been. And
as a peripheral member of
the adoptive family, she was
molested by her "brother"
and unsupported by her
"mother" even when she
attempted suicide at 12 in a .
desperate cry for help.
What, then, should be
done, when. a child is being
abused at home? -
S. advised in-home coun-
seling, which she admitted
may not be practical, but the
bond established between
the parent(s) and child
would be preserved, while
the abuse could be addressed
with parenting guidance and
education.
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By Blilke Hall
President
State Board of Education
As President of the Idaho
State Board of Education, I
am pleased with the level of
interest in the upcoming
search process for a new
pre.side';1t for Boise State
University,
State Board members have
been overwhelmed by tele-
phone calls, e-mails and let-
ters from. people who want
the best for BOIseState.
The whole ball of
wax ...
Regarding your Oct. 3
issue.
Sheldon Speckman is
correct. We cannot allow
Hussein to build up mili-
tary might under our noses.
However, the UN is han-
dling that by negotiating
agreements to allow
weapons inspectors into
Iraq. Dubya and the gang
are an unnecessary deter-
rent to peace.
Let's also keel' in mind
that hideous biological
weapons such as the West
Nile Virus, anthrax and a
.whole host of nasty
bringers-of-death " -have
already been supplied to
Iraq prior to 19920y George
Dubya's daddy and Donald
Rumsfield, our current sec-
retary of Defense. .-
If we're really interested
in bringing to justice those
who aid terronsts, then we
desperately need to lock up
George Bush senior and a
rather large .P?rti0I,l of our
current administration,
Let's be honest about the
origins of our. _plight,
Osama and the taIiban,
remember them, they were
the folks we are sup~osed
to be after but just don t talk
about anymore.
Well, people in our gov-
ernment, including George
senior, put that lovely
group of folks in power. So
r back Dubya 100%. Hey
George, go grab daddy,
lock him up and throw
away the key, you pinhead.
Next, Sam Brock, turn to
the page directly preceding
your letter to the editor and
read Erica Crockett's won-
derful article.
There are plenty of ideas
and people on this campus
to benefit or offend every-
one. If you don't like it,
don't look at it. .
Excuse the rest of us all
·to hell for coming to college
to expand our minds and
diversify our experiences
and understanding of the
world around us.
Finally, Travis Owens,
I'm no stoner, but I am
Many have shared their
vision for the future of the
University; others have
expressed a desire to be a
part of the search and selec-
tion process.
All of us have the same
goal: to hire an outstanding
leader who will be able to
continue our efforts to move
Boise State University into
the forefront of postsec-
ondary education in the
Pacific Northwest and
beyond.
Toward that end, I want to
take this opportunity to
describe the search and selec-
tion process for the position
of President at Boise State.
At our October meeting,
the State Board of Education
proud of my accomplish-
ments in college. Thanks for
letting me know about the
Bell of Excellence. I'll give it
a couple of extra rings just
for you. .
Steven T. Marmon
2nd year graduate student
Instructional &Performance
Technology .
Why Boise State
needs Tom Luna
Tom Luna Is.'a. great
advocate for academics and
accountability. in .student
achievement. He. worked
for 6 years on the Nampa
school board and three of
them as chairman.
He was instrumental in
creating higher achieve-
ment standards' for stu-
dents, which was over-
whelmingly approved by
the legislature. As for high-
er education, Boise State
students could do nothing
but benefit from Tom Luna
as superintendent; after all
he was one of us. ..
He attended BSU before
doing his last few credits at
Thomas' Edison State
College. This is important,
as he will be the only mem-
ber of the State Board that
has ties to BSU. The U of I
has three alumni on the
SBOE, while BSU has zero.
Although the State
superintendent is a non-
votin~ member, BSU can
benefit from any voice on
the board it can get. He
knows there is a funding
inequity between the Idaho
Universities. He under-
stands the importance of
higher education.
Tom Luna makes himself
available to talk to students
?t any time. Tom Luna is
our man.
Go Broncos!
China Veldhouse
ASBSU Chief of Staff
Saved By the Bell ...
This article is.in
appointed nine individuals
to serve as the Screening
Committee. These individu-
als represent most of the uni-
versity's major constituen-
cies and the community at
large.
Under the leadership of
Board member Rod Lewis,
the Screening Committee's
main charge is to actively
seek candidates for the pOSI-
tion of BSUPresident, review
applications and nomina-
tions received, and recom-
mend to the State Board the
names of three to five final-
ists whom the committee
believes have the desired
characteristics for this posi-
tion.
Our goal is to invite these
response to the opinion
wntten by Travis Owens in
the Thursday Oct. 3 edition
of The Arbiter.
I think Travis Owens
needs to get a life. His
comments about the Bell of
Excellence were ridiculous
and uncalled for.
How does he know that
freshmen haven't done
something excellent, allow-
ing for them to ring the
bell? After all, they are pur-
suing higher education.
Isn't that excellence? Also,
sophomores, juniors,
seniors and graduate stu-
dents ring tlie bell as well.
Who is Travis Owens to
determine the excellence of
his fellow' students? .
I think Mr. Owens is
jealous of the excellence
demonstrated by the stu-
dent population of BSU.
The Bell of Excellence is
great. I remember walking
back from football and bas-
ketball games as a little kid
and joyously ringing the
bell.
What a positive experi-
ence.
I think this bell is a won-
derful addition to our cam-
pus, as it represents the
ideals of excellence and
freedom.
As excellence is a habit
and not an act, I think we
all should make a habit of
ringing the Bell of
Excellence.
Jim Wolfe
Economics major
Letters~Editothe~ tor,
Politics meets reality TV
worse than the lightweights
who have slugged it out over
the last few decades?
And let's face it most of us
don't really have much to say
about who the Democrats
and Republicans choose to
represent them in presiden-
tial contests. Once the hard-
core party insiders and deep-
pocketed contributors anoint
their chosen one, the primary
elections are largely a for-
mality.
So We get stuck with Bush
vs, Clinton, Clinton vs. Dole,
and Gore vs. Bush, and most
of us yawn our way through
the campaign and vote for
the guy who annoys us the
least (which is often a diffi-
cult call, as evidenced by the
last election). We seldom feel
a connection to the norrii-
nees, because we feel like
outsiders in the nominating
process.
But this show represents a
unique opportunity for
Americans to select a presi-
dential nominee in a broad-
based, democratic forum.
The show will allow us to
participate directly and
immediately in the political
process in a way we have
never experienced before.
Senate remains 'whites only' club
finalists to Boise for an exten-
sive series of interviews in
March, and to have a new
president in place for Boise
State University during the
summer of 2003.
So that we can keep with-
in this ambitious schedule,
we elected to keep the size of
the Screening Committee
fairly small.
While the State Board of
Education retains the respon-
sibility for selecting the new
president, we cannot do so
without extensive input from
the many constituencies with
whom this individual will
work.
Knowing that, we intend
to offer opportunities for the
Professional Staff
By Starita Smith
KRT Forum ------
Association, the Association
of Classified Employees and
other interested campus and
student or~anizations to
meet and mterview each
finalist for the position dur-
ing their visits to Boise.
While we do not yet have
those interview schedules
planned, please know that
you will be notified of your
opportunities to meet the
candidates.
It has been heartening to
hear from so many of you,
and I look forward to work-
ing with you in the recruit-
ment and selection of an out-
standing president for Boise
State University.
each week, and will pick a
winner from among three
finalists in the summer. The
final episode, which will air
around July 4, will fill the
role of an American
Candidate convention.
The winner will have to
decide at that point whether
he or she wants to run an
actual campaign for the real
election in November.
I admit that at first blush I
thought this was a terrible
idea. I am not a fan of reality
shows in general, and I think
politicians already behave
too much like actors who
portray politicians on TV.
But on reflection I realized
that, like it or not, we live in
a world that is dominated by
the media, and if this silly
program gets people more
tuned in to the political
process then maybe it's not
such a bad thing after all.
Besides, I don't think the
method that is currently used
to nominate presidents is
particularly superior to the
one proposed by Americall
President.
Just look at the candidates
we've been forced to choose
from in the last few elections.
Could we really do much
Phil Gramm. Sanchez, a for-
mer Republican, is Mexican-
American. Sharpe is a pro-
As a black person in Texas, gressive white man with
I'm watching the Democratic political savvy.
race for Senate with unusual Kirk, who is currently an
interest. There are no blacks attorney in a high-profile
or Latinos in the u.s. Senate. Dallas law firm, does not
With the growing divers i- have a reputation for being
tv in Texas, Hie state radical or overly aggressive
Democratic Party is making a in putting forth a black agen-
bold move to capitalize on da. He was known as the
the state's huge black and Democrat who' could
Latino populations to gain schmooze Republicans just as
control of the highest politi- well as he. could his own
cal offices now held by party members.
Republicans. Corporate Dallas _ was
Texas Democrats have comfortable with him. Under
been itching to get their his watch, Dallas' new
hands on the reins of power American Airlines Center,
since Ann Richards lost the' where the city's professional
governor's office to George basketball team plays, was
W. Bush back in 1995. negotiated and approved for
At the top of the development.
Democrat's "Dream Team" However, there were lim-
ticket are Ron Kirk, former its even to Kirk's ability to
mayor of Dallas and Texas penetrate the upper echelon
secretary of state, who is run- of Dallas' influential elite.
ning for the Senate; Tony News stories reported that
Sanchez, a Laredo business- the most exclusive countI):'
man with enough millions to club in the city wouldn t
buy a media saturation level allow him to join because of
campaign, who is running for its color bar.
governor; and John Sharpe, I have no illusions that
former state comptroller, Kirk, or any other black,
who is running for lieutenant would immediately gain
governor. . enormous amounts of clout
Kirk is black and running in the U.S. Senate. Yet I don't
for the U.S. Senate seat being want to minimize the effec-
relinquished by Republican tiveness of one person who
Together, we cen save a life
Boise State'
'BLOOD DRIVE
VVe.dnesday, October 9
and
Thursday, October 10
gam - 2pm
in the Hatch Ballroom
Make your appointment today! Contact:
early Schneider, 426·4240 or
e-mail: healthcare@boisestate.edu
By Bill Ferguson
KRT Campus ------
The seemingly endless
parade of reality-based tele-
vision shows. took an inter-
esting turn this week when
executives at the FX network
unveiled their plan to adapt
the talent search theme. used
by shows like American Idol
for the political arena.
In January 2004, viewers
and audience members of the
new show American President
will begin the process of
choosing their favorite presi-
dential candidate from
among 100 handpicked qual-
ifiers.
Potential qualifiers will
have to fill out a question-
naire, produce a promotional
video and collect -50 signa-
tures on a petition support-
ing their candidacy.
Oh yes, they must also be
natural-born American citi-
zens who have lived in the
United States for the last
seven years and be at least 35
years old as of Jan 20, 2005
(this is according to the
Constitution, not the rules of
the show).
Viewers will help elimi-
nate a few of the contestants
lIS[ 5lI1I IIlEI5ITI
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• 5 [AV'I C£ 5 American
Red Cross
. We encourage readers to
respond in
letters for I;>ublication.
Lettersmust be 300
words or fewer. Please
include your name, day-
time telephone number,
major field of study and
year in school,Please
direct all letters to
editor@arbiteronline.co
m. Letters are subject to
editing. The Arbiter can-
not verify the accuracy
of statements made in
letters to the editor.
Columnists' views do
not necessarily represent
those of the Arbiter edi-
torial board .
and staff.
Guest-,--.......,---
Opinion
The Arbiter is seeking
guest opinions fromBoise
State students, faculty and
staff. Gives us your best
rant in800words or'
fewer.
Send submissions to
editot@arbiteronline.com.
knows how to make alliances
and gain respect. The late
Barbara [ordan, another
black Texan who blazed
political trails, is an example
of that. .
Congress is supposed to
be representative of the U.S.
population, and we come in
all colors. It 'is uncon-
scionable that at a time when
black children get inadequate
education, black communi-
ties are struggling and young
black men are bemg incarcer-
ated at 9.6 times the rate of
white men, according to
Human Rights Watch, there
is no authentic black voice
ilmong the senators.
Until the highest offices in
the country are ethnically
representative of our nation,
race does have a place in
campaigns. This Democratic
campaign is one of the
biggest efforts to bring the
power of people of color and
their progressive white allies
to bear on the ballot box.
This campaign shows that
serious coahtions are possible
among blacks, Latinos and
other people of color, as well
as whites who stand with us
on the issues. It is these coali-
tions that hold out hope for
the disenfranchised and the
left behind.
I
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Broncos begi~ ~XC'pt:a;~ith
big win over Hawai'i, 58~31
with a pass deflection from
Warrior quarterback Timmy
Chang.
On fourth down, the
Warriors punt attempt was
blocked and picked up in the
endzone for a touchdown by
Chris Carr, extending the
Bronco lead to 14-3.
"We knew we wanted a
fast start," Boise State head
coach Dan Hawkins said.
The Warriors got the ball
back, but faltered again, as
Quintin Mikell stripped the
bal1 from Chang. Andy
Avalos scooped up the loose
ball for the Broncos.
"We had great coverage, I
came up from behind and
slapped the ball away,"
Mikel1 said.
Two .plays and seven
yards later, Forsey was in the
end zone, and Boise State
took' a commanding 21-3
lead.
"We knew that if we can
get out to a quick start it
would put them on their
heels," Forsey said.
The Warriors came back
on offense and converted a
necessary third-and-seven
to keep the Bronco defense
on their toes. The next play
Chang completed a 29 yard
pass to Michael Brewster.
The Warriors were once
again faced with a third-
down play, only to come up
short. Hawai'i went for it on
fourth down, but Owens
dropped the pass from
Chang. Broncos took over
. on their own 15-yard line.
In the, second 'quarter
Hawai'i moved the chains.
Facing another third down
play, Chang converted a pass
to Clifton Herbert, giving
Hawai'i first-and-goal on the
Bronco six.
The Broncos held Hawai'i
for another three downs, but
Michael Brewster broke
through the Bronco defense
six yards for the touchdown.
Hawai'i closed the gap to ~1-
10.
The Broncos ~ot the bal1
back with ten minutes to go
in the half. Boise State was
forced into a third-down sit-
uation, completing to Jay
Swillie 6 yards for the first
down. Forsey led the way,
carrying Warrior defenders
down tIle field.
Led by quarterback B.J.
Rhode, the Broncos found
the end zone once again
when David Mikell ran nine
yards for the score, taking a
28-10 lead with 5:09 left in
the half.
The Warriors got one
more shot before the end of
the half, again facing a third-
down conversion. On the
Warrior's next play, Gabe
Franklin would intercept a
pass from Chang with 3:08
left in the second 'half
The Broncos jumped back
on offense but were forced
into a fourth-down play
when Rhode completed a
nine-yard pass to Swillie.
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for 13 yards. The Warriors
marched down the field 10
plays and 61 yards, only to
be held to a 36-yard field
goal by Justin Ayat, taking an
early 3-0 lead.
The Broncos would
counter, converting on a cru-
cial third-and-ten.
Unfortunately, offensive
tackle Rusty Colburn went
down on the some play with
a broken leg.
The next play the Broncos
pulled out some trickery,
running a reverse to Forsey,
who handed off to T. J.
Acree. Acree then passed 25
yards to Donny Heck for a
touchdown. The Broncos
took the lead 7-3.
Hawai'i came out on their
next possession and were
shut down once again.
Quintin Mikell came up big
Boise State continued to
wear out the clock and
would complete the drive
with a huge 52-yard field
goal by Tyler Jones. The
Broncos headed into halftime
leading Hawai'i 31-10.
Boise State would get the
bal1 to start the second half
with Rhode leading the
Broncos downfield with a
series of third-down comr.le-
tions to Lou Fanucchi, Swillie
and twice to Billy Wingfield.
The Bronco's huge time-con-
suming drive of ten minutes
and 22 seconds was capped
off by a five-yard touchdown
pass from Rhode to Forsey.
The Broncos led the Warriors
38-10.
"It was a great drive; any-
time you (the defense) get to
sit in the sidelines that long,"
Quintin Mikell said.
"Itwas definitely an excla-
mation to start the second
half," coach Hawkins said.
The Warrior's next chance
on offense started from their
own seven-yard line.
Hawai'i was driving. down
the field when Chang, com-
pleted an 18-yard p<.Jss to
Britton Komine, who fum-
bled the bal1. Boise State's
Wes Nurse licked up the
loose bal1 an ran it down to
the 20-yard line.
The Broncos would face
another fourth-down situa-
tion when Rhode shot the
laDted
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The Hawai'i football team
said alI week that the road to
the WAC title goes through
Boise. WelI, if it did, in front
of 25,857 Bronco faithful, the
road for the Warriors took a
serious detour.
Boise State won its first
WAC game this season beat-
ing Hawai'i 58 to 31. "This
was a huge win for us, it
wasn't realIy a close game,"
Brock Forsey said.
The Bronco defense came
up huge with outstanding
team effort and key plays
from Andy Avalos, Quinti.n
MikelI, Chauncey Ako, Chns
Carr and Wes Nurse.
Hawai'i started with the
balI, completing the first pass
of the dnve to Chad Owens
JOB OPEninG
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S300/mcnthl
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15 office hours per week
Mandatory meeting
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Call 426-1223 •• I , I I I I , ,
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Left: The Broncos'
Chauncey Ako brings
down the Warriors' John
West during Saturday's
game.
Below: The Warriors' Head
Coach June Jones argues
with officials after a play
early in the game
Saturday.
Photos by Ted Harmon,
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ball 11 yards to Jay Swillie
for the touchdown, The
Broncos led 45-10, with 58
seconds left in the third quar,
ter. .
The Warriors struck right
back, marching the ball into
Bronco territory. Shawn
Withy-Allen .topped off the
76-yard drive With a l-yard
touchdown run. Broncos 45,
Warriors 17.
Desperation set in for the
Warriors and they attempted
an on-side kick on the ensu-
ing kickoff, the Broncos
recovered the ball. .
the Broncos used up more
of the clock and added
another field goal, this time
by Nick Calayacay from 30-
yards and led 48 to 17.
Hawai'i would not give
up; on the next series the
Warriors moved the balI
with ease, scoring another
touchdown by Brewster.
Hawai'i tned another on-
side kick only to fail once
again.
Boise State would respond
with two rushes by David
Mikell; the second went
twelve yards for the score,
Broncos 55, Hawai'i 24. The
Broncos added yet another
score when Tyler Jones hit
his second field goal of the
night, this time from 48
yards.
Hawai'i took full advan-
tage of the Broncos, second-
team defense late -in the
.fourth quarter adding anoth-
er touchdown and finishing
the scoring for both teams.
The Broncos move to 4-1
on the year and 1-0 in the
WAc.. Rhode was solid once
again. completing' 18 of 28
passes for 190 yards .and two
touchdowns. .
"He made some money
throws," Hawkins said.
The Broncos are on the
road this weekend, traveling
to Tulsa to battle the Golden
Hurricane .
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Brop.co-volleYball sli~s to 1-~1
",~
..teap{:<: .sl'l;
" ',{~J~~~(~~J~\~~~
:"., ,~.,:JJl:,thel".'respectiye
.,:)VeIlilit' classes. ':.....•, ·/'t·.,·'·'
.'.'X'Plte"chif~nding"li~C--IQ
,o.9N~rence .,.,....'q,arilpionsi
,BOl~eStaterecelved the same
,~~ef~~as()n'ia~n9asitsfin"i
{sJ:\',:!ltlast, year s ,NCAA
,N~~~lll"Qhampionships ''"7
i19!lj; .QmYQ11eother Pac.lOc
,p)n,fere13ce schoolwllS
'.r,a~ed\ahead of the Broncos
',!ls~@1~()na,'State,University
C~e,1nwitha llthpla~e
Pre~season ranking.'I;he
Uriiyersityof Oregon is the
ont.,.IlY,'.o...th.erPac.10s.ch. oolto
maIcethe top ~5 'list with a
23rd:place ranking.', .
Two"tlme ' defending
NCAA National Champions,
the University o(Minnesotai
is :ra.n.~ed in the wrestling
web sites pre-season p.olt
The Gophers are followed by
Oklahoma State' University,
the University of Oklahoma,
the UniverSity of Iowa and
Iowa State,University in the
top five.... ' ' .
Senior Ben VomBaur
leads the six Boise State
wrestlers ranked in the pre-
.season poll with a third
place listing in the125~
pound weight .', .class,
VomBaurplaceg',second at
last' year's ltl!\g~e:,t@\1r9a~
mentebe.f.o.re.'fIDi..'...' s.1)#..'.i, .. g,.,; f.oU.,rth..at the ,NCA.A~'Ni\tional
Tournament-etc eat;n,AlI-
America hqnots. His' record
last year"Wi\s 26-6: Luke
Eustice of loWaanqlChris
Fleeger.ofE\trdue:~re'ranked
,ahe<tdofyorj:\I}aur;:> ",
.' Senior Collin Robertson is
the onlY, ':other:Bronco
ranked among the top five in
a ..Weig1)t:aiyisioni .The
,deNrtdil1g,Pac~10ChilIllpion
at .I149"pO'tinds; Rqbettson
posted, a·,26~·'O¥eF~lIl;e.to!d
last y~al'·afteJ:';go~g·1-2: at
the NCA.I\Wp~j:1\.!I11telit.,'
The . four' 'other '.Broncos
!.iste.~in.,.•t..h.e.E..·r.'.e.'-.se.a.s.b~.rank~Ifgsmclug~Jess~.~toc:k13th
ab.l$3.·,poilnds;!Boe Ru~hton
14j\i<jii·,',th~)h~~v'W~i ht
class; Gabe Vigil 15th atY41
pounds; and Tony D'Amico
16th at 184 pounds,
Brock was a sqrprisewin-
ner of the 133-poundweight
class at last year'sPac~10
Tournament and finished
the yelll"with\l23~12record~
Rushton Wil$ fourth' ilt' the
Pac-10's lastyearnnd com.
pleted hisjumor season with
· a 19-12 record. Vigil quali-
fied for his third straight
NCAAToumament in 2002
and finished the' season with
an overall record ,of .24-13.
Competing'in his first Pac-10
Tournament ,last .year;
D'Amico placed third and
completed' the yearwjth a
record of 17-12. .
While the Boise State
wrestlers will look familiar
with nine starters returning .
from last year,th~ man
direCting the team willhave
a different face asAormer
assistant coach Greg Randall
takes over the head coaching
position from long time head
coach Mike Young. Young
retired from his wrestling
· coaching positionlastseason
after morel than 30>years
.directing . ,the .. 'program.'
Randall has been Young's
top assistant the past 10
, years.. . . . .... .
Boise State opens the sea-
son on Nov. cI5 with a dual
match at the University ·of
Wyoming. The first home
match for the team will be
December 13 against Fresno
State. Boise .State will' com-
plete its home schedule on
March 2and 3 by hosting the
Pac-10 ". ..Conference
· Championships. <
·1
!
, . The Broncos opened,up
the WAC,seasondroppinga
4-0 decision a.tSoutherl1
Methodist on' Friday .. SMU
scored' three goals, oVer a
severi-~ute . stretch 'to
open,theseco.nd .•h~f ',and
;.Secured, the: VictOry:., utthe
conft?~nce()pertet. ior~oU1
•teams ..."';' '. "..' '" ....
, Southern ....:Methodist
,entered;: th~ga.lllel!s •...!h,e
hef.\..ry :favorites' to wlJ:l·llie.lt
,thfrd$~aigb~·\'VAq: cliamp!~
'~~'i~~l\!\i
th'
I .
I ~,
j l~~.::.":"~--.~--'
By Tanya Dobson
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The Boise State women's
volleyball team hit the road
last week, traveling to
Houston to play Rice
University Thursday, This is '
the second WAC game the
Lady Broncos have played.
Rice defeated the Lady
Broncos in three games with
the final scores of 30-28, 30-
20,30-17.
Junior Christine Moore
led the Broncos with 11 kills
while sophomore setter
Mindy Bennett had 33 assists
and a total of four blocks,
Junior outside hitter Megan
Tranter had seven kills and
senior Chera Sommer put up
By Dave Hyde
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
(KRT) -------
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla,
- To underline academic pri-
orities and teach students an
important lesson, Florida
State President Sandy
D'Alemberte made a bola
decision to support his school
of higher-learning's football
team in Thursday night's
game against Clemson:
He closed the school!
No classes Thursday, None
Friday, That's right, Florida
State students cheered their
brains out at Thursday night's
crucial game, because they'
won't need them until
Monday,
Two-four-six-eight,
Who needs class to gradu-
ate?
Remember a few years
back when Florida State's
football program was
embroiled in a shoes scandal
and former University of
Florida nemesis Steve
Spurrier cheap-shotted it as
Free Shoes Universit}'? What
would he call it now? Forget
School University? ,
In an, open letter,
D'Alemberte explained the
four-day "fall break" was not
so much for football but actu-
ally to "help our retention rate
because students could visit
home without a lengthy drive
over a weekend,"
Never mind that this first-
ever break coincides with' a
first-ever Thursday night
fIawal'i .,'
Nevada
r
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nine digs, For a team
total, Boise State had
38 kills, 35 assists,
two aces, 30 digs
and six blocks.
Rice ended the
night with a total of
54 kills, 53 assists,
eight aces, 38 digs
and nine blocks .
Sophomore Rebeca
Pazo led the Lady
Owls with 20 kills
and 10 digs, Pazo is
averaging 4,17 kills
per game. Pazo
posted 26 kills against
Central Florida and 22 kills
against Liberty .. Last year
Pazo was the WAC
Freshman-of-the- Year,
Other key players for Rice
~~'-";""
Divisio.ns: Co-Ree, Men's, Women's
Entry Period: Oct. 7-0d. 13
Game Days: Mon., Thurs.
Entry fee: $25
voneyb.ift·Il'\dOOl'
@}2@~~
Divisions: Men's, Women's
Entry Period: Od. 7-0i:t. 13
Game Days: Tues., Wed.
Entry fee: .$15
~~~
Divisions: Co-Ree, Men's"Women',
Entry Pe,;'iod: Od. 7-0d. 13
Game Days: Tues., Thurs.
Entry fee: $25
All regi,tration, and entry lee' are due in the
Student Recreafion Center during the specified
dates. for more infonnation call ....26-1J3J.
-are senior Briana Cook and
l'unior Rebeka NeaL" 'Cooktas a career total of 395 block
assists and is less than 20
blocks shy of taking over the
all-time record at Houston.
Neal has a career total of
1,369 assists.
Rice won the
WAC eastern divi-
sion in 2001. They
have three return-
ing starters this sea-
son, The Lady Owls
also added one of
Volleyball .maga-
zine's Fab 50 'fresh-
man Elizabeth
Tomasovic. So far
Tomasovic has
played in over half
of the Lady Owl's
, games, .
Rice is now 9-7 for the sea- '
son. On averagejlie.Lady
Owls are putting':uf 14.4
kills, 13,2 assists, ['aces,
lSSdigs and 2,4' blocks per
game.
Boise State is 1-13 so far:
The Lady Broncos average
12,6 kills, 11.14 assists, 0.93
serves, 12.36 digs and 1.57
blocks per game, Leading
Boise State is Megan Tranter
and Tameisha Hastings.
Tranter is averaging 3.19 kills
and 2.31 digs while Hastings
av.wages 2.31 kills and ,88
blocks.
Boise State returns horne
this week hosting Tulsa Oct"
10 in the pavilion, On Oct. 12
the Lady Broncos will host
UTEP in the Bronco GyI1t
Both games will start Itt
7p.m, Both Tulsa and UThlI
are in the WAC eastern di,z
sion. Tulsa is 15-4 so far tH'Il:
season, UTEP is 6-5.
Photo courtesy KRT:
Florida State QB Chris Rix led the Seminoles to a 48-31 victory over Clemson on Thursday night,
as' D'Alemberte wrote, began,
"Some years ago when the
Atlantic Coast Conference
(not the individual universi-
ties) agreed to have each insti-
tution host two Thursday'
night games. ". " Funny, can t
ul11versity presidents run the
ACC?
The shorter answer is sim-
pler: Money, Schools get paid
good ESPN money to do this,
H you still don't understand
how it works, call the eco-
nomics department on
Monday,'
Still, this hardly excuses
Florida State Athletic Director
Dave Hart for a year of wacky
scheduling, First it was a pre-
season classic against Iowa
State il}Kansas City, just a few
hours from the Ames, Iowa,
campus, FSU eked out a win,
and Bart defended it as good
national publicity, Hmm,"FSU
football needs national public-
ity?
Last week it was upset in a
non-conference game at
Louisville, What national
power would schedule such
an away game? Now it's this
Thursday night shindig,
which Hart might have had
no control over, considering
the ACC demands, It stin
points to an awful schedule,
D'Alemberte steps down as,
FSU's president in January,
and his reign shouldn't oe
framed by this decision. He
did the school good. He really
did, Besides, any garnet-and-
gold fan can smile tonight
upon hearing the footDal!
cheer rise out of Tallahassee:
Boola, boola,
No schoola!
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DISTINGUISHED
LECH WALESA
FORMER PRESIDENT OF POLAND
1983 NOBEL'PEACE PRIZE LAUREATE
"SOLIDARITY: THE NEW MILLENNIUM"
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9
7'p.m. (Doors will open at 6 p.m:) .
THE PAVILION
,BOISE STATE UNlvERSllY
FREE TICKETS' are avaiiablc at The PaVilion and
Student Union ticket offices. Tickets are also available for a
small service charge at all other Select-a-Seat outlets, online
at www.idi1hotic~ets.com or by calling 426-1494. .
'Tickets valid until 6:45 p,m. After 6:4-? p.m., guests with or Without'tickets
will be admitted for remaining seats, Please leave adequate time to pass
through security checkpoints, No ~ameras. backpacks or bags (except for
purses and baby bags) allowed inside, For more information.call42~-2700,
801~F.HATE
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At FSU, not just jocks can skipclasses
. . . " :-'- .:-' .\tf.i'I,
game in Tallahassee. And, as
trustee Steve Uhlfelder
observed in the Tallahassee
Democrat., this long weekend
comes two weeks after
Parent's Day Weekend, How
much mom and dad can a
pom college kid take?
Some wonder why the fall-
break ploy wasn't saved for a
timelier weekend, like, say,
the Florida game. Others
wonder if this cheapens an
FSU degree,
"I'd like to register a
protest over the ludicrous
decision to cancel two days of
classes apparently so boosters
can park their campers, tail-
gate for a football game and
schmooze," Alan Lang, a psy-
chology professor, wrote in an
e-mail to the s~hool provost
Larry Abele. "I imagme that
when game announcers men-
tion, as they arc liable to do,
that classes have been can-
celed for football, it will go a
long way to reinforce the
'party school' image we have
Deen trying to shed,"
Like, dude, this is a prob-
lem?
With national coverage
from ESPN, Thursday's game
was the perfect time for FSU
to announce its new lineup of
classes: Advanced Tailgatmg,
Hangover Management and,
for the non-footoall inclined,
Outdoors Literac,r: How to
Read The World s Toughest
Golf Greens,
WHy did Florida State
schedule a Thursday night
game at all? The long answer,
.'
Local Artist Fred Choate revisits his first mural.
Monday, October 7, 2002
Muralpainter finds passion in Idaho landscapes
By Kate Roberson
;TheAr/litel'-r-------
Boise is a painted City.
, Everywhere-from the
Record Exchange building
to Bandanna Running &
Walking Store's huge, shoe-
wearing dinosaur .
,insignia-there are murals
:that have become a well-
.loved aspect of Boise's char-
.acter.
, Few people realize that
:nlany of these works come
from the same root.
Painter Fred Choate
'began his adult life in an
'unlikely place.
: Initially carrying a
:degree in sociology, he
'worked in the construction
.industry for many years
'before happening upon
'painting.
, "About '82 or '83, Imade
:the decision to get out of
~construction and start doing
.art full-time," Choate said.
"I picked up the book
'Drawing on the Right Side
of the Brain' [by Betty
Edwards]. I made the com-
mitment to draw one hour a
day," he said.
"I'd always been real
artistic, I'd always been real
interested in art, but I'd
always been too afraid to
really do it."
In 1984, Choate visited
,an architect friend and'
began work on what would
become the Record ,
Exchange' mural.
, "He had a client [who
owned the Hitchcock build-
ing] and wanted to do
something with it ... He
gave me a picture of the
building and asked what I
would do with it ... that
was the first large mural,"
Choate said.
Choate's credits include
murals in Cafe Ole, Gino's,
The Cazba, the downtown
McDonalds, the directory at
6th and Main, many of
Boise's Moxie [avas and
some residential works.
Choate recently complet-
ed a piece in Intermountain
Pet Hospital's boarding
facility.
While murals are the
most visible of Choate's
ambitions, his passion lies
elsewhere.
"Murals provide proba-
bly 90 percent of my
income, but I also do
framed oil paintings ... I do
Idaho landscapes, and that's
what I want to do," Choate
said.
Born in Wendell, Idaho
to an Idaho lineage three .
generations deep, the north-
western landscape has cer-
tainly been infused in
Choate.
His paintings glow with
depth and texture. It is easy
to imagine the feeling of
any given leaf, stone or
sleek trout beneath the
water.
"I do a lot of high desert
with water," said Choate.
"It wasn't really a con-
scious decision; it's just that
I've noticed that, in virtual-
ly all my paintings, water is
a strong element."
Choate prefers to paint
from the location of his sub-
ject. "Most of my paintings,
even my large studio paint-
ings, will begin as a sketch
that I do outdoors," Choate
said.
"I actually travel around
and paint directly from
nature-which you can't do
really large paintings out of
as the light changes too
fast-but then I'll take those
sketches back, use the
sketches and photographs
and do large paintings from
that."
Choate works from the
converted garage studio of
his home in Boise, where he
also teaches painting to
other aspiring artists.
Initially, Choate changed
pace from mural to canvas,
choosing to work on a
reduced scale. He said most
of his paintings are 9-by-12
inches and ll-by-14 inches,
which are very small.
"Mural painting is about
making the picture and oil
painting is about value,
form, texture. It's totally dif-
ferent considerations,"
Choate said.
"I'm getting more muted
and subtle with colors as
time goes on because I'm
learning how to use color
better and use it more judi-
ciously," he said. '
"Now I tend to stay with
real grayed-out, muted col-
ors until the end, so that
when I do add color at the
end it pops, instead of hav-
ing bright color overall. Its
not so much a philosophical
change as it's just my
knowledge base is greater
and I have more technical
knowledge."
Artistic growth is about
movement. Choate now
concentrates primarily on
his own work.
He said he paints murals
mostly for income and
spends the remainder of his
time concentrating on paint-
ing.
Fred Choate recently
received several honors at
the Western Idaho Fair,
including First, Second and
Third Best Oil Painting and
the People's Choice oil
painting.
Originals of Choate's
landscapes are available for
viewing at Gallery 601, 850
Main St.
Images of his art may
also be seen on the Internet
at www.gallery601.com and
www.bigtreeseditions.com.
Tool goes limp in Nampa
lim ToweiII
TheAr/litcr-------
In the midst of beer runs,
last-minute bathroom treks
and other wandering busi-
ness, the bustling crowd at the
Idaho Center skidded to a
stop-some on slippery, Bud-
splashed concrete-to let out a
collective shriek as the lights
darkened.
Sheets of warm, electronic
noise wafted out of the sound
system to pacify them for
Tool's grancf entrance.
The band's familiar
emblems, ominous circles of
eyes, appeared on the two
VIdeo screens to gaze at the
anticipating hordes.
Finally, the four members
appeared, the lights shot
around, everywhere and
bassist Justin Chancellor sank
his fingers into the immedi-
ately recognized opening riff
from "Sober."
They' began the set,
strangely, with their most rec-
ognizable hit as if to quickly
meet a slightly unpleasant
obligation.
After playing the song for
nearly, a decade it would be
expected that' the song might'
lose some of its power, and it
had, but Tool trudged
through it with a reasonable
amount of energy all the
same.
Prowling his personal riser
at the back of the stage, singer
Maynard James Keenan
remained the most animated
member and visual focal
point despite being partially
obscured by black
clothing-no crazy costumes
or silver paint this time.
Tool continued with anoth-
er major single, Aeninta'e
"Stinkfist" with slightly less
vigor than the opener but
WIth perfect compelence.
The dual screens flashed
images reminiscent of the
band's videos-contorted,
twitching figures that occa-
sionally' shed their skin to
reveal the muscle beneath or
deformed themselves to the
beat of the music.
Tool plays the old "pull my finger" gag.
More' moments from
Acnima and some from
Lateralus followed, most
notably "Schism" and
"Aenerna," which was the
only song Keenan came close
to cutting loose on.
His tone and pitch were
nearly always dead-on, but
his voice was too controlled,
k~ep!nK the emotional output
within fixed parameters.
His body moved in a simi-
lar fashion, never exploding,
never unhinged with passion
even during the latter part-of
the show when he and his
black hotpants writhed
around like Henry Rollins on
morphine.
The band also extended a
few songs into sterile; ersatz
"jams" that seemed to make
some audience members rest-
less and wander around look-
ing for plastic cups of alcohol.
the one eminently
redeemable moment among
these was when an extra per-
cussionist was brought out to
create a thundering tribal
duet with drummer Danny
Carey.
Other members joined the
session one by one, including
Keenan on guitar, and It
stopped amazmgly on a dime.
Carey showed himself to
be the strongest and most pro-
ficient member of the quartet,
pounding his skins with
enthusiasm throughout the
show and anchoring complex
rhythms with seemmgly con-
stant fills.
Guitarist ,Adam Jones
played solidly enough but
couldn't come close to match-
ing Carey's skill.
"Despite the band's desire
to be compared to King'
Crimson and Pink Floyd,
Jones couldn't produce a solo
or string of riffs, that would
even approximate the talent
of a Robert Fripp or a David
Gilmour. "
Perhaps the band was tired
or sick or just, wary of the
effects their music had on
their last trip through Nampa.
Whatever the case, Tool
seemed more limp and tame
than ferocious this go around.
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Richard Maynard (back) and Soul Purpose make music for dancin'.
Theatre-Arts: ---------
Thompson lands backstage role
New film examines '\Biggie and Tupac'
reporter Chuck Phillips' L.A.
Times expose, which ran in
early September, implicates
Biggie in Tupac's death. His
story maintains that Baggie's
gun was used in Topic's
murder, and that the rapper
promised member's of the
Crips gang $1 million for the
hit.
A spokesman for Death
Row refused to comment on
Phillips' story or the movie,
but . Knight has denied
involvement in either
,killing.
"1 met Chuck Phillips a
couple of times when we
. were doing research and 1
knew that he was very pro-'
"Death Row.jso 1 wasn't sur-
prised at the general slant of
his piece. But 1 was sur-
prised by the specific allega-
tions about Christopher
WaUace(Biggie's real name).
It was unbacked-up report-
ing," Broomfield said. '
But Phillips, who has
viewed Broomfield's docu-
mentary, is standing by his
story.
"My sources are different
arid 1 don't draw that con-
clusion at all," Phillips said.
By Tammy_S_a_n_d_s _
The Arbiter
Senior Sarah Thompson,
majoring in theatre arts
with an emphasis in design,
is the production manager
for all the shows this season
in the Department of
Theatre Arts.
Thompson began by
managing two or three
shows a season, but now
she oversees the entire
department as well as help-
ing the new stage man-
agers.
Thompson's final stage-
managing production will
be this spring's Damn
Yankees.
A Boise native,
Thompson joined the
Theatre Arts program after
she received the Brown
Scholarship as a senior at
Boise High School.
Thompson participated
in theater throughout high
school as the stage manager
for every production.
"It was a great experi-
Documentary
depicts tumultuous
relationship ,
By Lola Ogunnaike
New York Daily News ---"
His friends begged him
not to do it.
"They said I'd get killed,"
said Nick Broomfield, direc-
tor of the controversial new
documentary "Biggie and
Tupac." And going into the
project, the 54-year-old
English director 'wasn't so
sure he'd make it out alive,
either.
"For a while, 1was imag-
ining the worst," Broomfield
said.
,But delving" into the
unsolved murders of rap-
o pers Tupac Shakur and,
:Notorious B.I.G:(a k a Biggie
:Smalls) proved ioo juicy ail
:adventure to let mortality
:stand inhis way. The deaths
:(Tupac was gunned down in
:Las Vegas Sept. 7! 1996;
" ;B.I.G. was killed in a Los
[Angeles drive-by March 9,
:1997) have long been linked
'to the East Coast/West
:Coast rap war of the late
: '90s. '
I
\) .. 'J
ence," Thompson said.
Thompson has always
had a preference for back-
stage work.
. "I'm not the acting type,"
Thompson said,
However, her high
school drama coach encour-
aged her to give acting a
try. During Thompson's
only acting experience as a
senior at Boise High, she
played a "super-sexy 70s.
spy". She wore a spandex
and stiletto- heels costume.
"That about did it for me
with the acting," she said,
Instead, Thompson put
her energy into backstage
work. She hasn't acted in
any Boise State produc-
tions, but she did design the
lighting for Showcase, a
group of plays put on by
theater majors. Thompson
also has experience-in scene
design.
After receiving her bach-
elor's degree, Thompson
plans to attend graduate
school, where she will con-
tinue to focus on stage man-
One-time friends Biggie
and Tupac became mortal
enemies after Tupac accused
the portly rapper from Bed-
Stuy of organizing an
attempt on his life.'
Broomfield's documen-
tary posits, however, that
the murders were orches-
trated by Marion (Suge)
Knight, founder of Death
Row Records.
The .film alleges Knight
had been bilking Tupac of
millions inroyaltiesand that
the rapper was intent on
leaving the label and found-
ing his own. The movie sug-
gests Biggie's murder was
meant to cover Knight's
trail. ,
To support his theory,
Broomfield relies on several
people, including former
LAPD Investigator Russell
Poole. who resigned after
higher-ups thwarted his
efforts to connect rogue cops "
to the Biggie rriurder.
"There's information in
the documentary even the
police don't have," Poole
said.
Not everyone is buying
the film's allegations.
Pulitzer Prize-winning
agement. She said she prob-
ably will not stay in Boise,
but her options remain
open.
Thompson will vie for
scholarships at the
University Residence
Theater Association audi-
tions ill Chicago along with
some other theater majors.
URTA is a prestigious pro-
fessional theater-training
program accredited by the
National Association of
Schools of Theatre, or
NAST.
After graduate school,
Thompson would like to
pursue a production-man-
agement role, She has
mixed feelings about live
theater.
"You never know what's
going to happen,"
Thompson said.
She may look into man-
aging television, although
she has not had any experi-
ence in that particular
medium. She hopes gradu-
ate school will help her
with her decision.
Professor gets funky
lt06e'ifS'e-ar--- ------'ffifOiignouHheSfaTe. " For l1-~Ma~rct---'-
The Arbiter. Maynard's playing s!}'les directed Boise State's Big
range from the funky dISCO Band and counts their perfor-
grooves of Soul Purpose to mance at the Notre Dame
flu: improvisational sounds Collegiate Jazz Festival as
of the jazz grou'p Torch their crowning achievement.
Cocktail. Maynard IS also an Prior to teaching at Boise
extra with the Boise State, Maynard spent a year
Philharmonic. ,directing a junior high band.
"A lot of variety makes for He then moved on to do a
an interesting existence," four-year stint teaching at
Maynard said. Lander College in South
Maynard received his Carolina followed by two
B.M.E. degree from years teaching at the
Northeast Louisiana University of Georgia. .
University and his M.A. in "1will always be a student.
clarinet performance from of music," Maynard said.
the University of Iowa. "And by continuing to
Maynard completed doc- learn I become a better
toral work towards saxo- teacher."
phone performance at the Although Maynard's
University of Georgia. Faculty Artist Series perfor-
Maynard's education in mance on Oct. 18 was can-
music isn't finished yet. celled, there are plans to
"Playing different types of reschedule the performance
. music with different ~roups for the spring.
is a learning experience," You can also see Maynard
Maynard said: in action at the Ha' Penny
Currently, Maynard teach- this Wednesday night while
es jazz improvisation and he performs WIth Soul
directs the Jazz Combo, Purpose.
which he said" is "Shooting Class dismissed.
for competition in the
future."
Good morning, class.
We're goin~ to start off
today by "having some fun
and warming up with
Strauss' "Diplomat's Polka,"
then move into something a
little more mea~ WIth
Beethoven's Turkish'
March" and end by stretch-
ing out with the Ohio
Players' "Love
Rollercoaster."
The lesson here is ti-at
regardless of the kind of
music you're playin~ it is
imperative that you re still
out there engaged in the
leamin& process.
This IS a lesson that profes-
sor Richard Maynard knows
well. .
A student for life, the
Boise State Music
Department professor has
been playing music since he
was 10 years old and is still
going strong. •
Maynard plays all types of
saxophone and clarinet. He
plays solo shows as well as
working with various bands
-COME AND GET NAKED!
BSU Student Union Jordan Ballroom. 7:00pm on October 15th, 2002
SEE 'EM BARE IT ALL•..
Panel Superintendent of Public Instruction Debaters
Philip Kelly,PHD ~ Tom Luna- (R)
Rick Hachtel ,AS'SU ~"' ~P~EI Marilyn Howard- (0)
~ ~~ Robbie Kier- (L)
==== STUDENT College
ASBSU PROGRAMS BOARD of Education
Boise State University
Center for School Improvement and Policy Studies
COMPENSATION $80,000
Paid to you, and/or the charity of your choice
All related expenses will be paid in addition to your compensation
(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especiallygifted
in athletics, science/mathematics or music)
For more information or to ob
please contact Michelle
.or email:~ggD.
.·This ad is being placed for a particular client and is
IFind it ,I
LOSE :Z-8 POUNDS
EVERY WEEK
Eat the foods you love!
Have More Energy!
800-464-6283.
89' Dodge Caravan 80,000
on Rebuilt Motor 5 Speed,
Runs &: Looks Great! $850
288-5597
- Soronttes - Clubs
- Student Groups
-Fraternities
Earn $]()OO.$2000this semester withPersian Circle
Farsi, a language of the
ages and now for all ages.
Learn to read, write and
speak Farsi, the tongue of
both ancient and modern
Iran and its nearby
Middle Eastern lands. It is
the language of the mys-
tic poet, Rumi, of the
Polymath, Omar,
Khayyam, and of the
ancient scientific genius,
Avicienna. For details
Call Shahnaz: 333-0340
Yamaha Snowmobile
Needs Motor Installed
$100.412-3616 or
703-8767I I
a proven CampusFundraiscr
'F',:In' , 'dit' 3 hour lundraising event. Our
. programs make fundralsing
easy ~th no risks. Fundraising
.. ,,~, \,' i" ','~ d:::::~::~::~et
Contact Campusl'undralser
~O'Mp'RAP'UCTI'S C i at (888)92J.3238,orvisit
\;J1lN www.ClU\lpusfundraiser.com
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
1025l.ici11We. ~1)83~
"Ask about our.BSU discount"
78 Mere Bobcat HB
4-cyl AT, Has Issues,
Runs, $200 412-3616 or
703-8767
92 Mitsubishi Mty Max
Pick-up Runs Well, Low
Miles, Canopy, 4 studs,
CD, $2500 331-1385
BED'Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. New-still in
plastic, with warranty.
Value $699. Sell $160. Can
deliver 866·7476
NEED A PHO:rOGRA-
PHER? Engagement,
weddings, family,
quinceaneras, portraits
Call Porters Photography
863-5967
www.portersphotos.com
1990 Dodge Caravan
Runs but needs work
$300 OBO Call
353-6047 Iv msg
82 Suzuki 1100
Motorcycle, Full Dress,
Needs Tranny work, $600
412-3616 or 703-8767
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg, Value
$499 Sacrifice $135.
Call 866-7476
Wanted: Women's
Neoprene or Insulated
Waders 869-4909
Okay, okay - if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to
contest@arbiteronline.com with
the correct answer, and you'll be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistent!
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the week, then submit your
answer to
contest@arbiteronline.com. The
correct answer will be printed in
the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded
with two entries for the monthly
drawing-s-If you were wrong,
your answerwill be passed around
the office and laughed at!
-(56ht~~tiu1e~:'-.
-i~M.":-;':Y''''J ,l-:'<l_j"';"~; ~';~ ~I/" ~ .'" ~.- ,,,",, "",:Ii,',!<
::r',EooJ{ for.this week's ;.
i;Lq~e,s#~no~ pg~'3!'. :~
I~ t~'c;4 ,j,r~ ,,;',-,,> " ~,~" , " ~..
The Fine Print ," ,, '
t"",:.'..-.«· '. ." -''-:\ ... ,., .""""~. ""'.
All e-m~ils must include an
answer (preferably <l correct
one), your name, address and a
phone number-so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by email or mail, along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09/09/02 though
12/12/02.
All winners will be selected by a
random drawing of eligible entries. All
entries containing the correct answer
will be entered into a grand prize
drawing, to be held at the end of the
semester. No purchase necessary. All
prizes will be awarded. Grand prize
will be one semester of free books, to .
be provided by the BSU Bookstore.
Used books will be provided where
available. This offer is void where
prohibited or restricted by federal,
state, or local laws. Employees of The
Arbiter, the BSU Student Union, their
families and government employees
are not eligible. Applicable taxes are
the sole responsibility of the winners.
~I
I '~,"._,-...-..-
Io
I
YOUR AD ONLY SAYS
YOUR NAME ONCE, AT
THE END OF A BORING
COMMERCIAL WHEN
VIEWERS HAVE A--A
' DRIFTED. ":' ,
OFF. C.
)
A SURVEY OF YOUR
TV AD EFFECTIVENESS
SHOWS THAT NO ONE
HAS HEARD OF YOUR
COMPANY.
!'
AATBERT. I NEED YOU
to DIG A HUGE RAT
HOLE. SO COMPANIES
. CAN ·THROW MONEY
IN IT.
it f'~ntitl
Bandsaw $40 Needs
motor. Call 869-4909
Super single waterbed
frame with headboard $30
50 yr old dresser $30 Call
353-6047 Iv msg
98 Nissan Sentra 63,000
miles, 5 speed immacu-
late condition $5500 aBO
331-0174
99 Honda ,Civic EX Fully
Loaded, Low Miles Must
Se1l!!Make offer. Call
Hilary 703-6887
MINI-BAR secret
bookcase $15 375-5368
Household items for sale
couch, twin bed, dining
table, vacuum cleaner and
b&w TV 342-0970
Roommate wanted 2bd/
2ba Parkcenter Available
immediately. Contact
Brett 424-5041
FREE UTlUTIESI
FREE CABLE TVWlliBOI
$250 a day potential 1
bartending. Training
provided. 1-800-293-3985
ext 223
,Horoscopes
FR.EE
FOR STUDENTS
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
i
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media
Services
Today's Birthday
(Oct. 7). What goes,
around comes around
for you this year. The
more you keep old
promises and pay
off old debts, the
more prosperous
you become. You
may even get pay-
back for a good deed
you performed years
ago. The more good
you did, the more
good you'll get. '
BroncoJobs
dMMi"M'b"Slfi,,-
Looking for
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships'?
Free job-referral
service
Downtown Specialty
Boutique seeking PT sales
position 10-20 hrsl wk
Call 344-5585
PT, up to $14.95/hr
sorting envelopes,
preparing mailings. Send
SASE to VES, 1102 N,
Brand, PMB#161,
Dept. AG, Glendale,
CA 91202
Join other BSU
students who enjoy
a flexible work
schedule
possible, but not by
just following orders.
Use your head,
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct 22)
- Today is an 8 -
,Make calls and send
letters early.
Communication
channels are apt to
get clogged as the
day progresses..The
money's more likely
to come later - tomor-
row or the next day.
'Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is a 7 - You're
the epitome of sweet-
ness and compassion.
Your gentle manner
gives others the feel-
ing they can trust you
completely, as well
they can, Right?
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 7 -Make
sure you know what
you're talking about
before you make a
scene, Be an effective
whistle-blower, not a
sacrificial lamb.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Today is a 7 - You're
certainly not a phony,
but it might be wise
to just do the job and
69
© 2002 Tribune Medl. Service., Inc
An right. re.-ved.
IMAGINE THIS:
• Evening & Weekend
Shifts 20-40 hrslwk
• TopDollar- our reps
average $7-$121hour
• Paid Training
376-4480
To get the advantage,
check the day's
rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-AprilI9)
- Today is a 6 - Go ,
back over the books
one more time. It's
not easy, but you can
do this. Add every-
thing up untilyou
know exactly what
you have. It's a great
feeling.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 7 - A very
attractive person
could be a lot more
responsive to your
it
Solutions
50 ItemiZed
accounts
51 Lead-In
52 Blot
53 Of sheep
54 Clear the
windshield
Place your personals
advertisements call
345-8204
not say much about
it. Save your
comments and share
them with friends
you w~n't have to
convince,
Aquarius,
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a'7 - Are
you prepared to
.: report on your recent ,
, activities? You've
usually done all your
homework well in
advance. If you
haven't, hurry!
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 7 - Get
things organized at
your place so that
you can expand your
area. Curiosity, and
maybe an invitation,
soon coaxes you
beyond old bound-
aries,
(c) 2002, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES
INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder / Tribune
Information Services.
suggestion than you
think. You'll never
know unless you
ask - soon and often.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is a 7 - Back
to work! Your assign-
ment is to test recent-
ly acquired theories
against cold, hard
reality. Humor helps,
so don't take yourself
too seriously.
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 7 - Others
value your opinions
more when you
present them with
facts. Carefully
prepare your case.
Ll\!o
(July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is a 6 -
Careful deliberation is
suggested, especially
when it comes to
domestic
matters. Don't rush
into doing something
you'll have to live
with for years,
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 7 - Take
time to plan ahead.
Working smarter
instead of harder is
the objective, It's
Crossword
14
11
20
59
63
66
8 Usage charge
9 Kind of goat or
cat
10 "Norma"
composer
11 Spry
12 Four-door auto
~3 Turn Inside out
18 PI follower
22 Foreign official
24 Angler's tool
28 NYC arena,
29 Mayberry lad
30 G-man
31 Pay dirt
32 Claws
33 Landed
34 Jan. honoree
36 Neutralize the
smell of
37 In the past
38 Turf piece
41 Actress Farrow
44 British pop
, group, --'- and
the Waves
46 Strike
48 "'.'ore cla[:llorous
ACROSS
1 Spinet or grand
6 Step into
character
9 Humiliate
14 Identify oneself
to a computer
15 Full-house sign
16 Israel's desert
17 Global
19 Travel on ice
20 Cambridge, MA
sen.
21 Rolled lapel
23 Jack of talk
shows
25 Popeye's Olive
26 "Murder on the
._ Express"
27 Golfer Watson
29 Judah's son'
30 Government
coupons
35 McKinley and
Cantor .
39 Go wrong
40 Metal that is
liquid at room
temperature .
42 Self-importance
43 Writing table
45 Probability
47 Plenty
49 Abet's partner?
50 Heavyweight
Sonny
53 Keats offering
56 Loads
59 Meddlesomely
62 Talk informally
63 Sober
64 Spreading
66 Threefold
67'Yoko
68 Elia or Lainie
69 Sub detector
70 Drumstick
71 Small silvery fish
DOWN
1 Portly
2 Ancient Greek
colony
3 Rabble-rousers
4 Election mo.
5 Fifths of five
6 are analysis
7 Swimmer's,
stroke
10 11 12 13
10/07/02
55, Pixie
57 Part of the USNA
58 Dog-tired
60 Object of
devotion
61 A few laughs
65 AmerIca's uncle
